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Silicon Alley
The Merritt 7 complex is one of the major campuses in Norwalk
attracting both established enterprises as well as startup companies,
many of which are in the IT industry

Our city is emerging as the new
Information Technology center of
Fairfield County with global impact

The growth of Priceline.com, Datto,
etouches.com, FactSet and other companies of various sizes has made people sit up and take notice that some of the
way we do things today is being steered by tech companies
that are right here in Norwalk. Planning a trip? Priceline.
com has been a leader in how consumers drive the prices
for airfares, car rentals, hotel stays, and cruises. Disaster
recovery is an integral part of technology infrastructure,
and Datto has been one of the fastest growing companies
in this field. Planning large conferences can now be done
through cloud-based technology with software by etouch-
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es.com. Many companies in the financial industry, with its
satellites in Greater Stamford, rely on FactSet for immediate access to financial data and analytics. These are companies that offer a superior way to do business as well as work
on solutions to problems that arise continually.
A corporate version of eHarmony.com couldn’t find a
better pairing of Norwalk and businesses, especially those
in the field of information technology. The Bureau of Labor Statistics predicts that IT will continue to be one of the
fastest-growing sectors of the U.S. economy, adding nearly
1.4 million job openings by 2020. Norwalk already has 6.8
million square feet of Class A office space, and there is still
room for more companies to move here. FactSet is ranked
on Fortune magazine’s “100 Best Companies to Work
For,” while Inc. magazine ranked Datto 38th in its annual
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s technology continues to rule
every aspect of our lives, Norwalk
is emerging as a high tech center in
Fairfield County.

By Sherry Shameer Cohen

"Norwalk has a lot
of potential. It’s pretty
dedicated to helping
Connecticut take its
place at the table..."

“Inc. 500” list. In 2011, Zadspace, Inc. moved its corporate
headquarters from California to Norwalk. Cervalis, LLC, a
data warehousing company based in Shelton, is building a
167,691-square-foot building at 10 Norden Place.
Desirable office space is not the only thing that has
been attracting companies to Norwalk. “It’s not as if we’ve
put up advertising [that says] ‘Shop here…Innovation begins here,’” says Tad Diesel, Director of Business Development and Marketing at the City of Norwalk. Connecticut
has a lot of “very-well educated members of the workforce,”
he explains. “Add to that a reputation for the tradition of
New England work ethics, which still means something.
And the fact that other companies have chosen this region
and Norwalk, in particular, to start and to grow. You take
those things and a state that’s very interested in and supportive of technology growth, and Norwalk’s reputation for
being, by New England’s standards, young and cool and interesting and vibrant. It all [adds up to] a good place to find
the talent that you need in order to develop and grow and
market innovative products and services.”

Good vibrations
“Fourteen years ago, we stayed away from Norwalk,”
says L. Jeff Jensen, President and Chief Operating Officer
of Zadspace, a company founded in California and relocated to New Jersey before settling in Norwalk. Programmers in California wrote the code, but could not turn the
company into a powerhouse without talent that is based in
the New York Tri-State area. But crime reports at that time
made Norwalk seem rather “scary. Now it is a vital city,”
he says.
Norwalk’s vitality is a recurring theme that people
bring up when discussing why their companies are here.
Leonora Valvo, Chief Executive Officer of etouches.com,
moved her company from Armonk to Ridgefield when she
downsized it after 9/11. She ran the company in Ridgefield,
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but found that as it shifted from services to software, she
needed a better place to attract talent. She wanted a location that was less congested than Stamford and “a little
more hip” and found South Norwalk to be the right fit. “I
loved the vibe of SoNo,” she says. “Norwalk has a lot of potential. It’s pretty dedicated to helping Connecticut take its
place at the table in terms of a place to start companies….
SoNo has the facilities.” She notes the sought-after waterfront, health clubs, bars, and restaurants, and notes that
“Connecticut has great universities and people coming out
of them.”
Another thing that makes Norwalk attractive to business relocation is the existing infrastructure for daily commuting. “The Route 7 corridor works well for us,” says
Datto’s founder and CEO Austin McChord. “We’re at a distance where people can reverse commute [from New York
City] and as far as New Haven.” The six building state-ofthe-art Merritt 7 office complex is located near the Super 7
Expressway, making it an easy commute for drivers, and
the Metro North train station at Glover Avenue behind the
office buildings as well as the South Norwalk and East Norwalk stations can bring in commuters by public transportation. Norwalk already has a well-educated workforce, with
41 percent of the city’s residents having earned a bachelor’s
degree or higher, compared to 36 percent statewide. This
gives employers a bigger pool from which to pick qualified
job candidates.
People from other areas have been drawn to Norwalk.
Six years ago Rochester, NY native Matt Miller was a senior at the University of Buffalo when FactSet was recruiting students. He toured Norwalk, courtesy of the company.
Now 28 years old, the senior software engineer says he
was impressed that Norwalk “was not just in the middle of
nowhere.” He liked the concerts and parks and the proximity to New York City. FactSet, he adds, is committed to
the area and encourages employees to participate in local
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Leonora Valvo, CEO, etouches.com

social events, which fosters positive feelings for Norwalk.
"FactSet moved its headquarters to Norwalk in 2004,
consolidating our Connecticut operations in a single location," explains Jeff Young, SVP, Director - Systems Engineering, FactSet. "Since then, we've been able to leverage
the city's amenities, such as dining and athletic offerings
and excellent transportation access, to create a full-service
campus for our employees."

Getting the deal
Because the demand for newer, better and faster
technology keeps growing rapidly, various organizations
in Connecticut are involved in shepherding the process of
attracting businesses, especially from the tech industry, to
Norwalk. They include the Greater Norwalk Chamber of
Commerce, Connecticut Technology Council, Connecticut
Economic Resources Center, Inc. and venture capital firms
such as Cava Capital, Launch Capital, and Connecticut Innovations in addition to the City of Norwalk.
“This is really a group effort,” says Ed Musante, President of the Greater Norwalk Chamber of Commerce. The
organizations involved are from the public, nonprofit and
private sectors. “Everyone is working to grow the economy.
In Fairfield County, we have some real strengths, and Norwalk is just a piece of what’s happening in Fairfield County.
“Fairfield County is not a low cost area to operate, so
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that’s not our advantage,” he notes. “Our strengths are the
most productive workforce in the country, highly educated,
trained, creative people that are here and nearby, and that
has to do with the quality of life issue. The city spends a
lot on the quality of life because that attracts people.” According to HGTV’s Front Door, approximately 16 percent
of Norwalk’s population is in the age range of 41-50, and
19 percent is in the group of 31-40 year-olds. However, that
quality of life extends to families, not just young singles.
Parents tend to be satisfied with the public schools system
and family entertainment opportunities abound.
Still, “IT is a very tricky industry,” says Alissa DeJonge, Director of Research at the Connecticut Economic
Resources Center. “It’s all over the place.” People never
know when or where the next big thing in IT will start and
what skills are necessary to service it. This also raises the
stakes for a city to bring in the learning centers and the
companies that will attract rainmakers.
Peter Longo, president and chief investment officer of
Connecticut Innovations, attends different events in places
such as New York City and Boston to meet entrepreneurs.
The Hartford-based venture capital firm wants “to invest in
companies that are high growth,” he says, companies with
“technology that has been patented or have sustainable
competitive advantages, not easily replicable by someone
else.” He looks at the team – who they are, what they’ve
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Datto is one of the fastest growing
IT companies in Norwalk. Clockwise
from left: The building at the
Merritt 7 complex where Datto's
home office is; Datto’s founder and
CEO Austin McChord;
One of Datto's nerve centers

have fundraisers, tournaments, and galas. The
myriad components of scheduling, budgeting,
marketing, registration, badging, sourcing, and
other tasks are streamlined through etouches.
com software, which supports all languages
and currencies. Her company has offices in
England and Australia as well as Norwalk. It
has doubled in size since last year and is hiring
people to serve 600 customers world-wide.

Into the future
“Once you get a company, you want to
keep it,” adds Musante. McChord, who started
Datto, Inc. in the basement of a Wilton office
building where his father worked, plans to stay in Norwalk
as the company grows. He expects to fill “over 100 positions in the next 12 months,” as data security is a high
growth area. Additionally, Datto will need employees “all
across the board. We have to grow it in lock step together.”
The new Norwalk office of Cervalis will serve not
just financial companies, but the health care industry as
its transition to digital record requires more storage space
in larger data centers. Cervalis, which already employs 85
people in Connecticut, is expected to hire more employees
and contract workers. The company, which was founded
in 2000, is planning to grow further by tapping customers
from other sectors of the economy.
Hal Varian, chief economist at Google, predicts that
companies will need more statisticians to help companies
mine the data that is gathered from customers’ purchasing
habits when paying by credit or debit cards and using loyalty cards. This is an integral part of the Information Age.
Additionally, the gigantic industries that have
changed over the years – telephone, booksellers, travel,
and others – have not suffered because of a lack of demand.
People want everything instantly, cheaper and portable –
telephones, books, movies, comparison shopping, banking,
sports scores, take-out orders at restaurants. There will be
new technology for things we cannot imagine today. Biomedical engineering is expected to grow by 72 percent this
decade, according to Hannah Wickford of Demand Media.
As technology grows, so do risks of hacking, which will require more cyber security specialists to prevent identity
theft and information leaks.
“We know we’re going to sink or swim as a county”
says Musante. The bottom line for growth is job creation.
The more people employed, the more they can go onto
Priceline.com and book that family vacation. “The more we
can attract starts-up and small companies, the better it is
for all of us,” says Valvo. ■

done, and their ability to take advice. “We have some pretty
exciting companies that have chosen Norwalk,” he says.
It has “a bit of pizzazz, like the South Norwalk scene.” He
notes that the principals of Zadspace chose Norwalk for
many of those reasons, but also needed a large group of
people who have experience in what they needed to help
the company grow. Zadspace’s directors also networked
with people from other venture capital firms. It was not just
a chance meeting. A lot of thought went into it by both Connecticut Innovations and Zadspace. Another company that
Connecticut Innovations invested in is Valvo’s company,
etouches.com.
What both companies have in common is that they
have found better ways to do things that other companies
did less efficiently. “Media today is very often a land grab,”
says Jensen of Zadspace. “People are looking for real estate
in which they can place advertising or promotional messages that will catch the consumer’s eye.” For decades, that has
been happening on billboards and through voluminous direct marketing mailings that are bulked together and time
consuming for readers. Zadspace places a data driven ad on
a package. People are excited to receive something they ordered on the Internet or through a catalog. As they look for
the name of the sender, they see another label with an ad
right next to it. It is a continuation of their shopping experience with the incentive to buy something complementary
at a discount or with free shipping. It is also a much more
cost-effective way for the seller to place such an ad than
through traditional ways.
Valvo, winner of the Connecticut Technical Council’s 2011 Entrepreneurial Innovation and Leadership
award, services the $3 billion global meeting and event
market through etouches.com. Who needs their service?
Any organization that holds annual meetings and conferences, training and educational events, user conferences,
product launches, roadshows, symposiums, hosted buyer
programs, trade shows and exhibits and nonprofits that
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Zadspace moved from California to Norwalk. The leadership of Zadspace:
(left to right) Jeff Jensen, President & COO, Jeff Giordano, CEO, James Ho, CTO

